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PRACTICAL AND CONCEPTUAL CHALLENGES 
OF EU “ROMA INTEGRATION” POLICIES 

RAISED BY “ROMA MIGRATION”

� Roma mobilities and Roma policies: an ambivalent relation

� Incoherencies within the policies for Roma

background

• “Roma ethnicity” as an 
organizing principle for 
redistributive policies 

• Recognition of “Roma” as 
a transnational minority

problems

• Roma-targeted approach 
applied in countries with 
different diversity-
management traditions

• Coexistence of ‘national’ 
and ‘immigrant’ Roma 
within the same policy 
framework



FRAMING 
CHAPTERS

� Methodological issues, 

legal and policy 

debates, and the role of 

solidarity in a context of 

migration

� A comparative 

approach

� Intersections between: 

ethnic identity policies, 

migration policies and 

welfare policies



BENEVOLENT 

INCLUSION

and

SECURITIZATION 

POLICIES

� Incoherencies 

between

benevolence and 

securitization 

policies

o Roma as vulnerable group 

needy of protection

o Administrative restriction to 

freedom of movement



MOBILITY AS A LITMUS TEST OF PRIVILEGE 

� Among the commitments that Western Balkan governments 

submitted to in the course of the accession process was an 

agreement to ‘facilitate the swift return of irregular migrants’

� «The origin of the problem, that is to say the movement of a 

population that is nowhere accepted and lives in abject 

conditions, is that we did not establish a European regulation to 

keep that population where it ought to live, in Romania.»  

Francois Hollande, Canal+, February 12, 2012.

� «That’s the irony of it. Roma were put on the agenda because of 

migration, but migration is not dealt with in the strategy»    

(Nicolae Gheorgae, cited in From Victimhood to Citizenship)



«The present-day combination of 
the annulment of entry visas and 
the reinforcement of immigration 
controls has profound symbolic 
significance. It could be taken as 
the metaphor for the new, 
emergent, stratification. […] It also 
reveals the global dimension of all 
privilege and deprivation, however 
local» 

(Bauman, 1998 Globalization: the 
Human Consequences).


